Artisan Innovations

Old World Product, Made in America

Bringing artisan style breads to a wider audience takes commitment and vision. Artisan breads have a fresh, hand-made consistency with a large cell structure and crisp outer crust. Some require the addition of fresh vegetables and spices.

The processes used at the baker’s table must be recreated in an industrial setting to achieve the rich, satisfying results that are now in demand.

Our LIBRA sheeting systems are perfect for the heavy, high moisture doughs required for the artisan bread market and have been processing these formulations for years.

_Moline Sheeting Lines Deliver... On An Industrial Scale_

From baguettes to sandwich rolls, ciabatta to focaccia...Moline has the answer!
Chunkers / Dough Formers
• Starwheel chunker portions dough to the dough former for consistent delivery.
• Dough formers are available in many styles to suit all formulations.
• Delivers an even, consistent dough sheet of the desired thickness.

LIBRA Sheeters
• Gentle, consistent sheeting with high capacity reduction.
• Available in single, dual and multi-roll versions, many of which are perfect for thick, high-moisture artisan formulations.
• Easily adjustable for processing multiple products.
Sheeting Lines

Equipment Details

Makeup / Product Forming Equipment
- Compact yet high capacity equipment for cutting, curling, plowing/folding, water application, trim removal, topping application, topping spreading and much, much more...
- Flexible equipment designs for producing multiple products on one line.
- Accommodating all line widths.

Dusters / Dispensers
- Available in stationary, portable and side load models to dispense nearly any ingredient in the required pattern.
- Side load models allow continuous filling without reaching.
Safety Update

The Moline Safety Manual

• Train employees on safe operation, sanitation and maintenance for Moline equipment.

• Available as a training manual (hard copy or electronic) – and as a PowerPoint presentation.

• Provided with all new Moline equipment.

• To get a copy, visit our website: www.moline.com

At Moline, Safety is Priority One!

Equipment Safety Manual
Guidelines For Equipment Safety

Contact our Customer Service Department
with any questions or concerns.

www.moline.com  sales@moline.com  218-824-5734
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